
Copland Appalachian Spring (Ballet For Martha)
Gershwin An American In Paris
Bernstein Overture To "Candide"

Zubin Mehta
 Conductor Zubin Mehta was born in Bombay (now Mumbai), Maharashtra state, India on April 29, 1936. He 
is an adherent of the Parsi religion. His father was Mehli Mehta, a violinist who was the founder and 
conductor of the Bombay Symphony Orchestra. At the age of 18, after considering a career in medicine, Zubin 
entered the Vienna Academy of Music, learned to play the double bass in order to join the Academy's 
orchestra, and took conducting lessons from Hans Swarowsky. He graduated from the Academy in 1957 and 
made his professional debut in Vienna, guest conducting the Tonkünstler Orchestra. In a London appearance 
in 1961, Mehta became the first Indian to conduct a major British orchestra. A victory in the first international 
conductors' competition organized by the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra led to a one-year 
appointment as their assistant conductor. After completing his year-long tenure, Mehta was engaged to 
conduct the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, and made another important and successful guest conducting 
position with the Philadelphia Orchestra.
 Guest appearances with the Montreal and Los Angeles symphonies both led to permanent positions; in 1960 
he became music director in Montreal and associate conductor in Los Angeles. Thus Mehta became one of 
the first of a new breed of conductors sometimes called the "jet set," who are able to maintain two (or even 
more) principal conductorships of major orchestras by means of frequently flying between the cities involved.
 Mehta's accomplishments in Los Angeles, where he became musical director in 1962, were particularly 
striking. In just a few years he was able to turn the lackluster ensemble into one of the nation's finest 
orchestras, and, still under 30 years of age when he was appointed, he became the youngest music director 
of any "major" U.S. orchestra. An exuberant, extroverted performer and person, he possessed a genuine star 
quality; soon, he conducted the orchestra on a notable series of excellent recordings for London (Decca) 
Records. Mehta made his operatic debut at the Metropolitan Opera in New York on December 29, 1965, and 
in 1967 he resigned his position in Montreal, and forged a new relationship with the Israeli Philharmonic 
Orchestra, eventually becoming its chief music adviser in 1970. In 1971 he conducted the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic on the soundtrack of Frank Zappa's film 200 Motels.
 In 1978 he resigned his Los Angeles post to succeed Pierre Boulez as music director of the New York 
Philharmonic Orchestra. After the rather ascetic, ultra-modern Boulez, Mehta's interest in lush Romanticism, 
and a more traditional repertoire made for a favorable impression, and a long and successful relationship with 
the orchestra. However, by the time of his resignation in 1991, a little of the bloom had faded from his 
relationship with the critics, some of whom seemed to be put off by the more "Hollywood" aspects of his style 
and personality.
 In 1990 Mehta was asked to conduct the first of the now-legendary Three Tenors concerts. Mehta proved a 
highly appropriate choice, being one of the few conductors with the charisma to match the well-practiced 
stagecraft of the three star tenors. The concert was a huge success, with a worldwide television audience, 
and enormous record sales. When the phenomenon was repeated in 1994 from Los Angeles, Mehta again 
conducted.
 Between 1998 and 2006, Mehta was music director of the Bavarian State Opera in Munich. He made several 
tours and kept up a busy schedule of guest conducting appearances. He has continued to serve as Music 
Director for Life of the Israel Philharmonic.

Zubin Mehta Conducting The Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra



Appalachian Spring, ballet by Aaron Copland, first performed in Washington, D.C., on October 30, 
1944. The ballet, which won the Pulitzer Prize for music in 1945, contains some of the composer’s 
most familiar music, particularly his set of variations on the Shaker hymn “"Simple Gifts."” 
Appalachian Spring was commissioned in 1942 by the American patron of the arts Elizabeth 
Sprague Coolidge, who requested a new ballet for the dancer and choreographer Martha Graham.
 The ballet depicts the day of a wedding celebration at a Pennsylvania farmhouse in the early 20th 
century. It opens at dawn with a gentle theme for strings and winds. The characters are introduced: 
the revivalist preacher, the pioneer woman, the young couple to be married, and the preacher’s 
followers. There is a lively general dance, then a prayer scene, and then a pas de deux danced by 
the young couple.
 The sweet interlude erupts into joyous dancing as the wedding is celebrated. Still, the couple 
remain apprehensive about their new life, and the music carries a sombre undertone. Only the 
strength of their older neighbours and the faith of a revivalist meeting (conveyed by Copland’s direct 
quotation of the hymn “"Simple Gifts"”) provide reassurance. At last, taking courage from those 
around them, the bride and groom stand in their new home. Copland’s score concludes as serenely 
as it began, ending the day with the same chords with which dawn was evoked.

An American in Paris offers a kaleidoscope of musical impressions, opening with a light-hearted 
strolling melody soon interrupted by the honking of taxi horns. A busy street scene ensues, brassy 
interludes alternating with bubbly clarinets. Melancholy bluesy melodies, sometimes for woodwinds, 
sometimes for strings, most prominently for muted trumpet, occupy the central pages. A quick 
change of mood leads to sassier colouring and a new spotlight for trumpet. Firm dotted rhythms of 
alternating short and long notes transition to a rich restatement of earlier materials, now broader 
and more leisurely in manner. Short solos for the unusual pairing of violin and tuba set up the 
spirited conclusion derived from the opening strolling melody. Throughout, the composer displays 
how effectively this star of the jazz world had internalized the sound of the orchestra. He may have 
been turned down for advanced studies with the big names in the field, but he had kept his ears 
engaged and learned what he needed to know to make the most of orchestral colour.
 An American in Paris premiered Thursday evening, December 13, 1928, at Carnegie Hall with the 
New York Philharmonic, newly united with the New York Symphony and under the leadership of 

conductor Walter Damrosch, formerly of the latter ensemble. Also on the program were the Magic 
Fire Music from Die Walküre of Richard Wagner (1813–83), the Symphony in D Minor from 
Belgian composer Cesar Franck (1822–90) and a short work by Franck’s countryman and 
protégée, Guillaume Lekue (1870–94).
 Gershwin’s score was by far the liveliest of the lot. Moreover, the fact that Damrosch included it 
in the program alongside two established masterworks implies that he was confident of its 
excellence. Some listeners that evening would have come for the classics; one hopes that they 
were also impressed by the new work. As for the Gershwin fans who came to find out what the 
composer of I Got Rhythm was doing in Carnegie Hall, perhaps they came away thinking that 
this “classical stuff” was not half bad.

Candide is a comic operetta based on the work by Voltaire. The work was extremely unsuccess-
ful during its Broadway premiere in 1956, and it is primarily only as an overture that the music is 
remembered at all today. The overture was premiered by the New York Philharmonic Orchestra 
in 1957 with Bernstein conducting and became almost an instantaneous orchestra and concert 
band staple. The work is extremely quick-paced, with a feverish excitement that begins from the 
first breath of sound. Each player of the ensemble, whether an orchestra or concert band, is 
required to perform with the utmost of virtuosity, and the work requires an immensely together 
ensemble. Many of the meters are in seven beats or of other non-traditional types, and they 
quickly change. Short, full ensemble statements open the work, and this beginning idea 
intermittently appears several times throughout the work, almost as a reminder of what has been 
and that it is still the same work. While there are some melodic ideas, as well as some 
wonderful harmonic textures, it is clear that the main stylistic character of the music must be its 
rhythmic use. Strong percussion accents, writing in orchestrational groupings and families such 
as brasses, and harsh attacks from the ensemble as an entity are apparent throughout. The form 
of the piece is as scattered as the music itself. Most of the ideas are short and sporadic. When 
an idea is presented, there is usually little time for it to be developed, but instead the music 
quickly changes direction to some other idea. Oddly, this lack of development of ideas has not 
deterred from the music's popularity; with the Overture to Candide still a popular favorite among 
concert programmers, it is doubtful that this music will die away anytime soon. 
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Zubin Mehta conducts Copland, Gershwin and Bernstein - Los Angeles Philharmonic  

 

1. Copland - Appalachian Spring 23:25
2. Gershwin - An American In Paris 18:05
3. Bernstein - Candide Overture 4:10
Total Time: 45:40

Recorded by Decca
Engineer – James Lock Producer– Ray Minshull
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